
OUR MOTIVATION IS YOUR ADDED VALUE. PRECISELY PREDICTABLE.

The FELTEN Group is a globally active software and consulting com-
pany that develops solutions for process optimization in all areas 
of production since 1990 in accordance with international quality 
norms and with high innovation standards. The sum of innovative 
thinking, excellent competencies and many years of experience 
results in software solutions with noticeably high added value for the 
customer. 

Our competencies and solutions are particularly appreciated by 
companies that pursue ambitious goals in optimizing their producti-
vity, focus on holistic concepts or want to form heterogeneous sys-
tem structures into a harmonious unit. FELTEN also supports inter-
nationally oriented globally active companies in the process industry 
in the worldwide introduction of uniform MES systems. 

YOUR BENEFIT

 + integrated MES-based solution concept

 + more than 30 years of industry expertise in the process industry

 + extensive experience from numerous worldwide projects of interna-
tionally renowned companies

 + fast ROI and high investment security for all our solutions

 + future-oriented platform for new technologies such as Industry 4.0, 
IoT, Cloud, Big Data, etc.

 + project realization according to best practice methods

 + distinct customer orientation and service philosophy



Worldwide in about three dozen countries we have already im-
plemented projects based on PILOT:MES. It is the platform for a 
future-oriented digitization of production, regardless of whether it 
involves topics such as Industry 4.0, IoT, Cloud or Big Data. After 
all, we are not only the first provider to pursue the process-oriented 
Production Intelligence approach, but also positioned ourselves ear-
ly on practical concepts for digitizing production. 

This includes future-oriented industry 4.0 solutions that are already 
generating high benefits today. Because PILOT:MES complemented 
by proven best practice methods and customer-oriented consulting 
creates the best conditions for convincingly supporting production 
companies in digital change.

OUR CLIENTS (SELECTION)
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 > Future-proofed production management with PILOT:Execution

 > PILOT:Performance for modern production-control 

 > Perfect detailed planning using PILOT:Planning

 > Impressive warehouse management with PILOT:Production 
Warehouse 

 > Time-saving logistics processes using PILOT:Logistics 

 > PILOT:Sustainability reduces resource requirements 

 > PILOT:Quality pays off 

 > PILOT:Maintain optimizes maintenance 

 > PILOT:Lean brings the costs down

 > PILOT:Recipe & EBR as the recipe for success

 > PILOT:Regulatory takes care of legal requirements 

MORE PILOT:SOLUTIONS


